Inclusion in citizen science: The conundrum of rebranding

In this way, community science represents a fundamental departure from institution-based science, including citizen science. The basis of citizen science, in strong contrast to that of community science, is that it is undertaken by non-scientist volunteers who work with scientists to gather data.

'A timely description of diverse sources of energy supply around the world, with supplementary material on energy demand ... fact-based portrayal of the fundamentals of energy discourse. A ...

UK gets data flows deal from EU — for now

It's a big deal for U.K. businesses, as it means the country will be treated by Brussels as having essentially equivalent data protection rules as those of the EU. It's a key piece of legislation that's being watched closely abroad.

FG to Propose N895.84bn Supplementary Budget for COVID-19 Vaccines, Others

council on this note approved the 2021 Supplementary Appropriation Bill in an average expenditure of N895,842,462,917. “The total of this expenditure is made up of at N83.56 billion for COVID-19 ...

Mechanisms such as the SCCs and Binding Corporate Rules ... Recommendations note that where the powers of authorities under the importing jurisdiction’s laws “restrict the fundamental rights ...

Read This Before Selling FutureFuel Corp. (NYSE:FF) Shares

I Ran A Stock Scan For Earnings Growth And CBM Bancorp (NASDAQ:CBMB) Passed With Ease

As a general rule, I think it worth considering how much the CEO ... We aim to bring you long-term focused analysis driven by fundamental data. Note that our analysis may not factor in the latest ...

Can Biden actually overturn '21st century Jim Crow'?

If there is so much institutional support for “21st century Jim Crow” and no solid foundation for the “fundamental right of Americans to vote,” does the U.S. have any right to call itself a “Beacon of ...

Governments Must Implement the Constitution, Not Religious Texts

The court rejected the petition, saying it’s a democracy, not a religion. As the High Court’s decision shows, the Constitution, of course, the High Court has interpreted to ensure the government of its constitutional ...

Most Common Questions on the Real Estate Exam (2021)

Lien of a Government Employee


Lien of a Government Employee

MEDICAL ATTENDANCE(MA) RULES,CENTRAL SERVICES(CS) MA RULES

The Fundamental Counting Principle


Multiplication & Addition Rule - Probability - Mutually Exclusive & Independent Events

MEDICAL ATTENDANCE(MA) RULES,CENTRAL SERVICES(CS) MA RULES